3. (U) FBI COMMENTS. SOURCE IS AVAILABLE FOR RE-CONTACT.

PAGE 07 RUEWMD0015  SECRET NOFORN ORCON
INSTR: (U) U.S. NO.
PREP: (U) PLEASE NOTE CHANGES ON CONTACTING THE FBI FOR INFORMATION
REQUESTS, DIRECT COMMENTS, EVALUATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS TO

OR CONCERNING FOREIGN DISCLOSURES. PLEASE EMAIL AND

NUMBER AND SUBJECT OF THE REPORT WHEN CORRESPONDING ABOUT THIS
REPORT. PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR URGENT OR FOLLOWUP RFI
MATTERS ONLY.
ACQ: (U) (21000500),
DISSEM: (U) FIELD: NONE
WARNING: (U) REPORT CLASSIFIED DISSEMINATION
CONTROLLED BY ORIGINATOR — NOT RELEASABLE TO FOREIGN NATIONALS.

INFO: FBI NSI/SSS
DECLASS ON: ZST/HUMAN

CLASSIFICATION: SECRET
Page 2 of 3
MDA WASHINGTON DC; MDA WASHINGTON DC; ZENNORAD-USNORTHCOM J2 PETERSON AFB CO;
ZENUSSOCOM SCSO J2 MACDILL AFB FL; ZEN/HQ USSTRATCOM OFFUTT AFB NE,
ZENCDC902DMIGP FT GEORGE G MEADE MD; ZENL=CONUS;
ZENCDCRNJGC CHARLOTTESVILLE VA; ZENCIA WASHINGTON DC;
ZENCIWA WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/COMSOCCENT MACDILL AFB FL;
ZENCOMSOCEUR VAHINEN GE; ZEN/DA AMHS WASHINGTON DC;
ZENDEPT OF ENERGY WASHINGTON DC; ZENJUSTICE; ZEN/DIA WASHINGTON DC;
ZENDIRACIC FT GEORGE G MEADE MD; ZEN/DIRMSC REDSTONE ARSENAL AL;
ZEN/DIRNAVIRINVSERV WASHINGTON DC, ZEN/DIRNCIX;
ZEN/DIRNSA FT GEORGE G MEADE MD; ZEN/DNI WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/ETRA OPS CENTER WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/HQ AF ISR AGENCY LACKLAND AFB TX; ZEN/HQ AFOSI ANDREWS AFB MD;
ZEUINCCENT MACDILL AFB FL; ZEUINCEUR VAIHINEN GE;
ZEUINJOINT STAFF WASHINGTON DC; ZEUINJOINT STAFF WASHINGTON DC;
ZEUINWAC DAHLGREN VA; ZEUINMARCORINTACT QUANTICO VA;
ZEUIN/SIC WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB OH;
ZEUIN/NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL WASHINGTON DC;
ZEUIN/NATIONAL CEN WASHINGTON DC; ZEUIN/NGA HQ BETHESDA MD;
ZEUIN/NAVY YARD WASHINGTON DC; ZEUINRO WASHINGTON DC;
ZEUIN/NAVSCOCENT WASHINGTON DC; ZEUIN/NAVSCOCENT MACDILL AFB FL;
ZEUIN/NAVSCOCENT WASHINGTON DC; ZEUIN/NAVSCOCENT WASHINGTON DC;
ZEUIN/NAVSCOCENT WASHINGTON DC; ZEUIN/NAVSCOCENT WASHINGTON DC;
ZEUINPSACENT CC SHAW AFB SC; ZEUINSCENTCOM INTEL CEN MACDILL AFB FL;
ZEUIN/PSACENT CC SHAW AFB SC; ZEUIN/WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM WASHINGTON DC

Attachments: metadata.dat

Dissemination Rule: Archive Copy

SECRET/NOFORN
MRN: 10 FBI WASHINGTON DC 625450
Date/DTG: Jun 25, 2010 / 2512Z JUN 10
From: FBI WASHINGTON DC
Action: ZEN FBI WASHINGTON DC
Captions: SENSITIVE, NOFORN, ORCON
Sensitivity: Sensitive
Subject: 

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. IT IS BEING SHARED FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES BUT HAS NOT BEEN FULLY EVALUATED, INTEGRATED WITH OTHER INFORMATION, INTERPRETED OR ANALYZED. RECEIVING AGENCIES ARE CAUTIONED NOT TO TAKE ACTIONS BASED SOLELY ON THIS RAW REPORTING UNLESS THE INFORMATION IS INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED. A PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE STILL EXISTS FOR ANY PERSON BEING REPORTED ON IN THIS IIR.

REPORT CLASSIFIED SECRET-NOFORN-ORCON

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

DOI: (U) 20100526.
SOURCE: (U) A COLLABORATIVE SOURCE WITH INDIRECT ACCESS, SOME OF WHOSE REPORTING HAS BEEN CORROBORATED FOR LESS THAN ONE YEAR. CONTEXT: (U/FOUO) THE SOURCE HAD INDIRECT ACCESS THROUGH AN UNIDENTIFIED SUB-SOURCE WITH DIRECT ACCESS. THE RELIABILITY AND MOTIVATION OF THE SUB-SOURCE REMAINS UNKNOWN.
2. (U/FOUO) THE SOURCE IS AVAILABLE FOR RECONTACT.

INSTR: (U) U.S. YES. CONTACT FBHQ FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS.
PREP: (U) PLEASE NOTE CHANGES ON CONTACTING THE FBI FOR INFORMATION REQUESTS, DIRECT CONTACTS, EVALUATIONS, AND REQUIREMENTS TO OR CONCERNING FOREIGN DISCLOSURES. PLEASE EMAIL AND PLEASE INCLUDE THE SERIAL NUMBER AND SUBJECT OF THE REPORT WHEN CORRESPONDING ABOUT THIS REPORT. PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR URGENT OR FOLLOWUP RFI MATTERS ONLY.

ACQ: (U) (20100526).
DISSEM: (U) FIELD: NONE WARNING: (U) REPORT CLASSIFIED SECRET — DISSEMINATION

PAGE 07 RUEWMFC0450 SECRET NOFORN ORCON
CONTROLLED BY ORIGINATOR — NOT RELEASABLE TO FOREIGN NATIONALS

DECL ON: 20X1 HUMAN

— Derived From: FBI NSISCC
— Declassify on: 20X1 HUMAN

CLASSIFICATION: SECRET

Page 2 of 3

DOS-CCR-5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Info</th>
<th>Attachments:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WASHDC, SECSTATE ROUTINE; WASHINGTON DC, SECDEF ROUTINE; MDA WASHINGTON DC ROUTINE; DA WASHINGTON DC ROUTINE; ZENNORAD - USNORTHCOM J2 PETERSON AFB CO; ZENUSSOCOM SCJO J2 MACDILL AFB FL; ZEN/HQ USSTRATCOM OFFUTT AFB NE; ZEN/CDR902DMIGP FT GEORGE G MEADE MD; ZENL - CONUS; ZEN/CDRNGIC CHARLOTTESVILLE VA; ZENCIA WASHINGTON DC; ZENDA AMHS WASHINGTON DC; ZENDIRNAVCRIMIN/USERV WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/DIRNCIX; ZEN/DIRNSA FT GEORGE G MEADE MD; ZEN/DI WASHINGTON DC; ZENDTRA CPSCENTER WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/HQ AF ISR AGENCY LACKLAND AFB TX; ZEN/HQ AFSOC ANDREWS AFB MD; ZEN/JOINT STAFF WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/JOINT STAFF WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/JWAC DAHLGREN VA; ZEN/MARINTCEN QUANTICO VA; ZENN/AF ISR AGENCY LACKLAND AFB TX; ZENN/AFSOC ANDREWS AFB MD; ZENN/AFSTAFF WASHINGTON DC; ZENN/JSTAFF WASHINGTON DC; ZENN/NAELA WASHINGTON DC; ZENN/NGARTC WASHINGTON DC; ZENN/WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM WASHINGTON DC</td>
<td>metadata.dat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dissemination Rule: Archive Copy
From: avsesnartmf
To: SMART Core
Subject: 

MRN: 10 FBI WASHINGTON DC 628554
Date/DTG: Jun 28, 2010 / 2820102 JUN 10
From: FBI WASHINGTON DC
Action: ZEN FBI WASHINGTON DC
Captions: SENSITIVE/NOFORN
Sensitivity: Sensitive
Subject: 

WARNING (U) THIS IS A RAW INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. IT IS BEING SHARED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES, BUT HAS NOT BEEN FULLY EVALUATED, INTEGRATED WITH OTHER INFORMATION, INTERPRETED, OR ANALYZED. REPORT CLASSIFIED SENSITIVE/NOFORN.
Priority: ZEN/ANCHOR FT GEORGE G MEADE MD;
ZEN/BUREAU OF ALCOHOL TOBACCO FIREARMS WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/COMBATANT CDR USNORTHCOM PETERSON AFB CO;
ZEN/CDR902DMIGP FT GEORGE G MEADE MD; ZENCIA WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/CIFA WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/COGARD INTELCOORD CEN WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/DA AMHS WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/DEPT OF ENERGY WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/DEPT OF HOMELAND SECURITY WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/EPT OF JUSTICE;
ZEN/DEPT OF TREASURY WASHINGTON DC; ZENDIA WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/DIRNAVCRIMINVSERV WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/DIRNSA FT GEORGE G MEADE MD; ZEN/DNI WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/HQ AFOSI ANDREWS AFB MD; ZEN/HQ BICE WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/TEL AVIV, LEGAT; ZEN/NORAD NORTHCOM J6 PETERSON AFB CO;
ZEN/NCTC WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/NGA NAVY YARD WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/NRC WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/NRO WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/TSA HQ WASHINGTON DC;
ZENUS CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION WASHINGTON DC;
ZENUS SECRET SERVICE WASHINGTON DC;
ZENWHITE HOUSE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL WASHINGTON DC;
ZENWHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM WASHINGTON DC

Attachments:
metadata.dat

Dissemination Rule: Archive Copy

SECRET/NOFORN
Sensitive

CLASSIFICATION: SECRET
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DOS-CCR-10
From: svc:smartmfi
To: SMART Core

Subject: SENSITIVE, NOFORN

MRN: 10 FBI WASHINGTON DC 6291259
Date/DTG: Jun 29, 2010 / 29/1940Z JUN 10
From: FBI WASHINGTON DC
Action: ZEN FBI WASHINGTON DC
Captions: SENSITIVE, NOFORN
Sensitivity: Sensitive

WARNING: THIS IS A STATE INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FULLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. IT IS BEING SHARED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES, BUT HAS NOT BEEN FULLY EVALUATED, INTEGRATED WITH OTHER INFORMATION, INTERPRETED, OR ANALYZED.